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Outline

1. Monte Carlo Event generator  

2. Parton Shower 

3. Matching and merging  

4.   Summary

Focus on Theory side of parton showers
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1. Monte Carlo Event generator 

beam

beam

High energy collision

Many low energy radiations 
along beam directions

Stable 
particles 
detected

Many radiations
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1. Monte Carlo Event generator 
The purpose of Monte Carlo event generators is to generate events in as much 
details as nature (generate average and fluctuation right)  

Hard process in high energy 

Transition from high energy to 
low energy 
—parton shower 

Low energy soft regime 
—fragmentation  

hard scale

hadronization 
scale

stable particles: hadrons or their decay products

Fragmentation

Parton 
shower

Parton shower: a model for the evolution from high scale to hadronization scale 

The same physics as resummation

𝒫event = 𝒫Hard ⊗ 𝒫Decay ⊗ 𝒫ISR ⊗ 𝒫FSR ⊗ 𝒫MPI ⊗ 𝒫Had⋯
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1. Monte Carlo Event generator 

Parton shower indispensable tools for particle physics phenomenology

Parton showers approximate higher-order real-emission corrections to the 
hard scattering process

Generate cascades of radiation automatically 
Locally conserved four momentum 
Locally conserved flavor  
Unitarity by construction

Parton showers  

sample infrared configurations  
simulate the evolution of jet (resummation)

The rest of the talk will focus on final state showering 
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2. Parton Shower

Before talking about parton shower, let’s take a look at NLO e+e− → qq̄

dσqq̄g ≈ σqq̄ × ∑
q,q̄

CF
αs

2π
dθ2

θ2
dz

1 + (1 − z)2

z

In the collinear limit, it turns to independent emission distribution for each parton 

|M(⋯, pi, pj, ⋯) |2 i||j g2
s 𝒞

P(z)
sij

|M(⋯, pi + pj, ⋯) |2

dσ ≈ σ0 × ∑
partons,i

CF
αs

2π
dθ2

θ2
dzPji(z, ϕ)dϕ

<latexit sha1_base64="Leyf8fVTr4K7qsRQy5misXRoY2k=">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</latexit>

Pqq(z) = CF
1+z2

1�z , Pgq(z) = CF
1+(1�z)2

z

Pgg(z) = CA
z4+1+(1�z)4

z(1�z) , Pqg(z) = TR

�
z2 + (1� z)2

�

From any hard process , the real correction in the collinear limits

The DGLAP splitting function  is universal. After spin averaging, they arePji

Collinear radiations
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2. Parton Shower
Soft gluon emission: Coherent branching

dσn+1 = dσn
dω
ω

dΩ
2π

αS

2π ∑
i, j

CijWij

Wij =
ω2pi ⋅ pj

pi ⋅ qpj ⋅ q
=

1 − cos θij

(1 − cos θiq) (1 − cos θjq)

W[i]
ij =

1
2 (Wij +

1
1 − cos θiq

−
1

1 − cos θjq )

∫
2π

0

dϕiq

2π
W[i]

ij = {
1

1 − cos θiq
 if θiq < θij

0  otherwise 

Soft gluon effects can be correctly taken into account by a collinear patron shower 
algorithm by angular ordering, dipole showers with transverse momentum ordering.

leads to angular-ordered parton showers 

interference between gluon emission 
off partons i and j 

partition soft radiations in to i and j collinear sector

integrating over the azimuthal angle, 

Parton showers, such as VINCIA, DIRE, are coherent by construction.
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2. Parton Shower

More common solution: Leading Color Approximation: Dipole Shower

gluons are replaced by a color triplet-antitriplet pair. 

QCD radiation in this approximation is always simulated as the radiation from a 
single color dipole, rather than a coherent sum from a color multipole.  

Full color coherence 
        Negative subleasing color could lead to non-probabilistic Sudakov factors

color evolution

Leading color
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2. Parton Shower

Probability for generating a branching from parton  between the scale  to  i q2 q2 + dq2

d𝒫i =
αs

2π
dq2

q2 ∫
1−Q2

0 /q2

Q2
0 /q2

dzPji(z)

The probability that there are no branching from Q to q is  Δi (Q2, q2)
dΔi (Q2, q2)

dq2
= Δi (Q2, q2) d𝒫i

dq2

The solution  is Δi (Q2, q2) = exp {∫
Q2

q2

dk2

k2

αs

2π ∫
1−Q2

0 /k2

Q2
0 /k2

dzPji(z)}

Sudakov form factor: Non-branching probability

no radiation above q

branching probability at q

 is the cutoff scale Q0

The building block to iterative attach additional partons to a hard process

many choices for the evolution variables dθ2

θ2
=

dq2

q2
=

dk2
⊥

k2
⊥

angular virtuality
transverse 
momentum
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2. Parton Shower
σNLO = σ0 + (∫ dΦnV + ∫ dΦn+1S) 𝒪n + ∫ dΦn+1(R𝒪n+1 − S𝒪n)

From parton shower
σPS

NLO = σ0Πi (Δi(Q2, Q2
0) + ∫

Q2

Q2
0

dq2

q2
Δi(Q2, q2)∫ dzPji(z))

NLO cross section

virtual integrated 
subtraction 

subtracted real

0-radiation 1-radiation (Sudakov suppressed)
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σNLO = σ0 + (∫ dΦnV + ∫ dΦn+1S) 𝒪n + ∫ dΦn+1(R𝒪n+1 − S𝒪n)

From parton shower
σPS

NLO = σ0Πi (Δi(Q2, Q2
0) + ∫

Q2

Q2
0

dq2

q2
Δi(Q2, q2)∫ dzPji(z))

NLO cross section

virtual integrated 
subtraction 

subtracted real

0-radiation 1-radiation (Sudakov suppressed)

LO parton showers reproduce the NLO singular behavior of the underlying hard 

process with unitarity assumption .V + ∫ R = 0

𝒫(unresolved) + 𝒫(resolved) = 1From the definition of Sudakov factor, we have
probability conservation from the definition of Δ

1 − Δi(Q2, Q2
0)
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2. Parton Shower
Monte-Carlo Methods:

Δ(Q2
0 , Q2) = RGenerating the new scale  by solving Q

with a uniform random number R ∈ [0,1]
If  can not be solved, veto algorithm is used in parton showerΔ(Q2

0 , Q2) = R

To simplify the notation

𝒫1 (t, t′ ) = f(t)exp {−∫
t′ 

t
dt̄ f(t̄ )} =

d
dt

exp {−∫
t′ 

t
dt̄ f(t̄ )}

t = F−1 [F (t′ ) + log R]a new scale   determined byt

F(t) = ∫
t

dtf(t)

We could find a simple function  with a known  

Generating a new scale  

Accept the new scale with probability 

g(x) > f(x) G(x)

t = G−1(G(t′ ) + log R)
f(x)
g(x)

 may also overestimate the phase space. Then, phase space veto is required.G(x)

∫
z̄

zmin

dzP(z) = R∫
zmax

zmin

dzP(z)

Veto algorithm 
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2. Parton Shower

DGLAP/dipole kinematics distinguish emitter/recoiler:  

recoiling by color connected particles

To generate a new radiation, we need to construct three on-shell momenta from two

For branching process , with  and  collinearĩj + k̃ → i + j + k i j

pμ
i = zp̃μ

ij + (1 − z)
p2

ij p
μ
k̃

2p̃ij ⋅ p̃k
+ kμ

⊥

pμ
j = (1 − z)p̃μ

ij + z
p2

ij p
μ
k̃

2p̃ij ⋅ p̃k
− kμ

⊥

pμ
k = (1 −

p2
ij

2p̃ij ⋅ p̃k ) pμ
k̃

Using Monte Carlo method,  and  can be generated by the Sudakov factorz k⊥

  can be calculated from on-shell conditionsp2
ij p2

ij =
k2

⊥

z(1 − z)

Phase-space mapping

emitter recoiler
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2. Parton Shower
antenna shower: VINCIA

making use of the antenna functions proposed in antenna subtractions 

d
dQ2 (1 − Δ(Q2

0 , Q2)) = − ∫
dΦ3

dΦ2
δ(Q2 − Q2(Φ3)) a0

3Δ(Q2
0 , Q2)

2 to 3 phase space mapping LO antenna function

a0
3 =

|Mqgq̄ |2

|Mqq̄ |2

include the correct 
collinear and soft 
singularities
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2. Parton Shower
antenna shower: VINCIA

making use of the antenna functions proposed in antenna subtractions 

d
dQ2 (1 − Δ(Q2

0 , Q2)) = − ∫
dΦ3

dΦ2
δ(Q2 − Q2(Φ3)) a0

3Δ(Q2
0 , Q2)

2 to 3 phase space mapping LO antenna function

a0
3 =

|Mqgq̄ |2

|Mqq̄ |2

gluon antenna functions: 
singularities are shared with 
neighboring dipole

include the correct 
collinear and soft 
singularities
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2. Parton Shower
antenna sector shower: VINCIA Brooks, Pauss, Skands, 2020

Sector defined by the configuration with smallest scale in the event 
Sector Antenna include full soft singularity 
Haft of the collinear singularity for shared sector  
No trivial sector boundary for non-singular contribution 

Branchings in the shower are accepted if and only if they correspond 
Showering Path Predictable for a given event 

We expect that for sector shower, it is relatively easier to include NLO corrections

p2
T,ijk =

sijsjk

sijk
= sijkyijyjk

p2
T,ikj =

siksjk

sijk
= sijkyikyjk

p2
T, jik =

sijsik

sijk
= sijkyijyik

for gĩ + gj̃ → gi + gj + gk
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2. Parton Shower
NLO DGLAP shower 
A direct approach: higher-order DGLAP kernels Prestel, Hoche, 2017 

LO shower, 1 → 2

NLO shower,  and 1 → 2 1 → 3

Leading-color fully differential two-loop soft corrections to dipole shower was derived
The two-loop cusp anomalous dimension is recovered naturally upon 
integration over the full phase space.

Dulat, Prestel, Hoche, 2018

Prerequisite for NNLL accuracy in an observable-independent way
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2. Parton Shower
antenna NLO shower: VINCIA

LO matrix 
element NLO corrections 

3 parton final state 3+4 parton final state

begin with   dipoleq + q̄

Δ(Q2
0 , Q2) = Δ2→3(Q2

0 , Q2)Δ2→4(Q2
0 , Q2)

In order to fully cover the phase 
space and reproduce the 
singularity at NNLO level, we need 
to have  and  showers2 → 3 2 → 4

The first question is how to 
separate the 3-parton resolved 
and 4-parton resolved states

Q0

Q3

Q4

0 1 2 number of branching

Q

Q0

Q4

Q3

0 1 2

Q

ordered unordered

number of branching

Accessible to ordinary LO showers Inaccessible to ordinary LO showers

HTL, Skands, 2017
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2. Parton Shower

Proved that parton shower achieves the LL resummation  

LO showers reproduce the IR configuration for ME with one additional radiation  
Equivalently LO parton shower includes one-loop anomalous dimensions

To compare with NLL resummation, needs to cover the double soft radiations 
(double log, governed by cusp anomalous dimensions)

Usually, the two-loop cusp anomalous dimension is included by CMW  coupling

αCMW
s (μ) = αs(μ)(1 +

αs(μ)
2π

× K) K = ( 67
18

−
π2

6 ) CA −
5
9

nf

Catani, Webber, Marchesini, 1988
For more meaningful parton showers,  in the shower kernel, the scale is set 
to be the evolution scale 

Resummation

σPS
NLO = σ0Πi (Δi(Q2, Q2

0 ) + ∫
Q2

Q2
0

dq2

q2
Δi(Q2, q2)∫ dzPji(z))
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2. Parton Shower

LO shower can achieve LL resummation, and include most part of NLL resummation

Why still not NLL?

parton shower is momentum conserving (recoil required). (resolved)  
parton shower is unitary, NLL is not. (unresolved) 

Hoche, Erichelt, Siegert, 2017

Resummation
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2. Parton Shower

LO shower can achieve LL resummation, and include most part of NLL resummation

Why still not NLL?

parton shower is momentum conserving (recoil required). (resolved)  
parton shower is unitary, NLL is not. (unresolved) 

Hoche, Erichelt, Siegert, 2017

First proved NLL parton shower by PanScale collaboration

d𝒫n→n+1

d ln v
= ∑

dipoles {ı̃, j̃}
∫ dη̄

dϕ
2π

αs (kt) + Kα2
s (kt)

π

× [g(η̄)akPı̃→ik (ak) + g(−η̄)bkP𝚥→jk (bk)]
with a careful choice of the momentum mapping schemed and evolution scale

The showers were compared with NLL resummation by runing multiple 
small values of ,  extrapolate to  and keeping  αs αs → 0 αsL

special recoil 

special evolution scale

Dasgupta et al 2020

Resummation
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2. Parton Shower

LO matrix 
element NLO corrections 

3 parton final state 3+4 parton final state

Resummation of NLO parton showers

Evolution kernel reproduces 
the singular of the matrix 
element at NNLO 

Two-loop anomalous dimensions are included correctly at leading color
resummation beyond NLL
NNLL if three loop cusp included

Many efforts in this direction

And also parton showers beyond Leading color,  
 Nagy, Soper, 2019; DeAngels, Forshw, Platzer, 2020; Hamilton etal 2021

 Dulat, Prestel, Hoche, 2018; HTL, Skands, 2017
Ongoing project with Compbell, Hoche, HTL, Skands
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2. Parton Shower

1. id: particle id. 
2. Status: negative for intermediate particles,  positive for final state particles 
3. mothers/daughters to track the showering history  
4. colors store the color information (color, anti-color).  
5. each step of shower keep the momentum conserved 
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2. Parton Shower

Questions?
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3. Matching and Merging
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3. Matching and Merging

Matching:  
combine a fixed-order (typically NLO) calculation with a parton shower, 
avoiding double-counting in overlap regions 

Merging:  
combine multiple inclusive (N)LO event samples into a single inclusive one 
with additional shower radiation, accounting for Sudakov suppression and 
avoiding double-counting in overlap regions (typically via phase-space slicing)  
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3. Matching and Merging

Parton shower generates n-parton configuration where logs are summed

Combination of parton shower and fixed order calculation: 
keep the resummation in parton shower 
remove overlap between them  

From parton shower

σPS
NLO = σ0Πi (Δi(Q2, Q2

0) + ∫
Q2

Q2
0

dq2

q2
Δi(Q2, q2)∫ dzPji(z))

0-radiation 1-radiation (Sudakov suppressed)

σPS
NLO = σ0 (1 − ∑

i
∫

Q

Q0

dtn+1

tn+1 ∫ dzPji(z)Δi(Q2, t2
n+1)) 𝒪n

+σ0 ∑
i (∫

Q2

Q2
0

dq2

q2
Δi(Q2, q2)∫ dzPji(z)) 𝒪n+1

Expand the Sudakov factor to 1st order
NLO matching corrects

total cross section  

NLO expansion in 
Sudakov (virtual) 

1st radiation 
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3. Matching and Merging

Two major techniques to match NLO calculations and parton shower: 
MC@NLO-like and POWHEH-like matching  

Additive (MC@NLO-like) 

Using Parton Shower evolution kernel 
as infrared subtraction terms 
Multiply LO event weighted by Born-
local K factor including the loop 
corrections and integrated subtraction 
terms 
Add hard remainder function 
consisting of subtracted real 
corrections

Matching: 
 Keep NLO accuracy in expansion of  
 Keep full logarithmic accuracy of parton shower resummation

αs

dσMC@NLO = dΦ0 [B (Φ0) + αsV1 (Φ0) + αsB (Φ0) ⊗ ∫ dΦ1∣0P (Φ1∣0)]
× [Δ (Q2, Q2

0) + ∫Q2
0

dq2
1

q2
1 ∫ dz1

αs

2π
P (z1) Δ (Q2, q2

1)]
+dΦ1αs [R1 (Φ1) − B (Φ0) ⊗ P (Φ1∣0)]

born loop
Integrated 
subtraction

subtracted real 
generated 
by shower

Preserves logarithmic accuracy of PS 
Parametrically  correct 𝒪(αs)
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3. Matching and Merging

Δ̄ (Q2, q2) = exp [−∫ dΦ1∣0( > q2)αs
Rs

1 (Φ1)
B (Φ0) ]

modify the Sudakov factor for first 
emission using full MEC

dσPOWHEG = dΦ0B̄ (Φ0) [Δ̄ (Q2, Q2
0)

+∫ dΦ1∣0( > Q2
0)αs

R1 (Φ1)
B (Φ0)

Δ̄ (Q2, q2
1)]

B̄ (Φ0) = B (Φ0) + αsV1 (Φ0) + αs ∫ dΦ1∣0S1 (Φ1)

+αs ∫ dΦ1∣0 [R1 (Φ1) − S1 (Φ1)]

NLO-local k factor 

Multiplicative  (POWHEG-like) 

Use matrix-element corrections to 
replace parton-shower splitting 
kernel in first shower branching  

Multiply LO event weight by Born-
local NLO K-factor 
Eliminate negative weights. 
In order to cover full phase space 
for real-emission correction. 

Enhance the large  contributionpT

NLO corrections

enhanced hard radiation
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NLO-local k factor 

Multiplicative  (POWHEG-like) 

Use matrix-element corrections to 
replace parton-shower splitting 
kernel in first shower branching  

Multiply LO event weight by Born-
local NLO K-factor 
Eliminate negative weights. 
In order to cover full phase space 
for real-emission correction. 

Enhance the large  contributionpT

NLO corrections

enhanced hard radiation

dσPOWHEG = dΦ0B̄ (Φ0) [Δ̄ (Q2, Q2
0)

+∫ dΦ1∣0( > Q2
0)αs

Rs
1 (Φ1)

B (Φ0)
Δ̄ (Q2, q2

1)] + ∫ dΦ1Rns
1

Rs
1 = R1

h2

h2 + p2
T

improved POWHEG
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A simple case for matching N LO QCD calculations 3 Prestel, arXiv: 2106.03206

UN LOPS: Using the evolution scale to seperate final state radiations 2

ℱ(∞)[uN2LOPS]
n (Φn, t+, t−) := (dσ(0+1+2)[INCl

n (Φn)

−∮
t+

t−

dσ (0)[Qn+1 > Qc]
n+1 (Φn+1) [1 − w(1)

n+1 (Φn+1) − Δ(1)
n (t+, tn+1)) Δn (t+, tn+1) w(∞)

n+1 (Φn+1)

−∮
t+

t−

dσ (1)[Qn+1 > Qc]
n+1 (Φn+1) w(∞)

n+1 (Φn+1) Δn (t+, tn+1)) On

+(dσ (0)[Qn+1 > Qc]
n+1 (Φn+1) (1 − w(1)

n+1 (Φn+1) − Δ(1)
n (t+, tn+1)) Δn (t+, tn+1) w(∞)

n+1 (Φn+1)
+dσ (1)[αn+1 > Qc]

n+1 (Φn+1) w(∞)
n+1 (Φn+1) Δn (t+, tn+1)

−∮
t+

t−

dσ (0)[an+2 > Qc]
n+2 (Φn+2) w(∞)

n+1 (Φn+1) w(∞)
n+2 (Φn+2) Δn (t+, tn+1) Δn+1 (tn+1, tn+2)] On+1

+dσ (0)[2n+2 > Qc]
n+2 (Φn+2) w(∞)

n+1 (Φn+1) w(∞)
n+2 (Φn+2) Δn (t+, tn+1) Δn+1 (tn+1, tn+2) ⊗ ℱ(∞)

n+2 (Φn+2, tn+2, t−)

Zero extra 
radiation

1 extra 
radiation

2 extra 
radiation

{
{
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3. Matching and Merging

merge multi-jet cross section

dσCKKW
1 = dΦ1αsR1 (Φ1) Θ (q2 (Φ1∣0) − Q2

MS) Δ (Q2, q2
1) [Δ (q2

1 , Q2
0)

+∫Q2
0

dq2
2

q2
2 ∫ dz2

αs

2π
P (z2) Θ (Q2

MS − q2
2) Δ (q2

1 , q2
2)

+∫ dΦ2∣1αs
R2 (Φ2)
R1 (Φ1)

Θ (q2 (Φ2∣1) − Q2
MS) Δ (q2

1 , q2
2)]

Below merging 
scale generated 
by shower 

Above merging 
scale corrected 
by matrix element

Sudakov suppressed 

Merging Scale

Unitarity is violated;  Approximated virtual + real is not one 
The logarithmic resummation in parton shower is preserved 
NLO merging can be introduced by modifying the Sudakov factor  

Methods: CKKW, UMEPS, UNLOPS, MiNLO, ….
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Summary

Parton showers are built on soft and collinear approximations to 
the full cross sections 

conserve flavor and four momentum, and  

constructed with the assumption unitarity,  

Showers generate singular parts of higher-order matrix elements 
and evolve events from high scale to hadronization scale. 

Recent developments of parton showers 

Matrix element corrections improve the prediction for hard 
radiations; Matching and merging.

Indispensable tools for particle physics phenomenology at hadron colliders.  

Many components of Monte Carlo Event Generators are not discussed here 
Underlying Events, Hadronization, Hadron Decay…..
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Thank you!


